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ABSTRACT
"."

-v---A.3ased upon the rationale that occupational information is

an educational essential, this rec-arch was-condue-ted. The sub-

jects were Occupational Work Experience (OWE) students who were

1'1-Ludo:illy assigned to individual guidance from either a computer-

ized occupational information system, a counselor-based informa-

tion system, or to a control group. The groups wore post-tested

on the Assessment of Career Develovnent (ACD) to determine which

group learned the most information. The results demonstrate a

hierarchical learning effectcomputer group learned more than

the counseled group, which learned more than the control group.

Only the treatment effects were significantly different between

the groups since there was no interaction of IQ and treatment.
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Baer and roelr (1904) have referred to occupational

information as an educational essential and an essential for

making better occupational choices. According to Baer and

Roebcr (1961), the term occupational information should ref e7.

to a broad ufderstanding; job knowledge and job planning and

preparation, rather that specific information about certain

occupations.

Other researchers and theorists have discussed the im-

portance of occupational information. Norris (3963) refers

to the importance of occupational information as a motivator

ill the elementary school , and Super (3951) discusses the im-

portance of vocational information to vocational development

and for implementing a self-concept. Because of this import-

ance of occupational information, there seemed a need for de-

termining whether one of the methods of providing occupational

information was more effective than another.

Because of the importance of occupational information,

counselors in schools have for many years attempted to teach

students the information. Beginning in late 1960, counselors

initiated the development of mechanized systems for delivering

occupational information (Gallagher, 1969). The computer, be-

cause of its facilities for immediate feedback and branching to

various topics, became the epitome of these mechanized systems



(Cw)ley, 19(;9). The purpose for conductir the following re-

search was to determine whether students could learn more oc-

cup:!_tional information from a computer than directly from a

sch,,01 guidance counselor. Research from computer-assisted

instruction (('AI) presented th rationale for the project.

Zinn (19W:) and !.Terrill Stoturow (19G6) have conducted re-

search which indicates that student: -; learn more from computers

than they would learn from teachers after short periods of in-

struction. SilIC only short periods of instructing students

in occupational, information were employed in the research, it

was hypothesiz(d that the student:: receiving occupational in-

formation from the computer would learn significantly more

than the students receiving the information from a counselor.

Sub 'eels

The subjects for the research were disadvantaged voca-

tional students at a large northeast Ohio city high school.

These students were all senior high school students (grades

30-12) enrolled in an Occupational. Work Experience (OWE) pro-

gram at the school. Students in OWE have been identified by

certified guidance counselors to be lacking motivation for

regular classes. These students arc provided half-day in-

struction and are released in the afternoon to work. The stu-

dents' jobs are part of their credit program at the school.

Seventy-two of these students were identified for the

study because they possessed a minimum grade-equivalent read-
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in:: level of 4.5. These seventy-two stud,n1=; %.!re randomlY

assined to one of the three treatments. The seventy-two

students v.re pooled and then randomly assigned to treat-

ments from a table of randora numbes. A total of twenty-

four students were af:signed for each treatment.

The computer group treatment consisted of students as-

signed individually to an hour each week of interacting with

an IBM compater terminal. The computer was programmed with

the Computerizcd Vocational Inlormation System (CVI 3) whi.ch

provides its users with occupational information based upon

Roe's Occupational Classification System (Roe, 1956). The

first week tlyse students explored job titles and job descrip-

tions from th "social servico" and "business contact" clusters;

the second week, from the "organization" and "technology" clus-

ters; the third week, from the "outdoor" and "science" clusters;

and the fourth week, from the "general cultural" and "arts and

entertainment" clusters. The treatment was individually adminis-

tered. Weekly time schedules were rotated so that no student

was scheduled for the same time or day from week to week.

The counseled group treatment was similar to the computer

group except that the students were assigned for individual

guidance with a guidance counselor from their school. Each stu-

dent met the sane counselor each week. The counselor was given

the sane list of Roe's job titles and job descriptions that are

implemented in CVIS. Both treatment materials were identical
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and only t h t r f l i f v.e.re di Ile.' ent.
The control group only post-tet-:ted i n ord(T for c(4:1-

parisons to h.. made. An analysis of covariance WPS used as

the statisticalprocedure. The students' were utilivx.d

as the eovariale.

The (:ipl)yed was the "post-test only control group

desii;n" reco:,:.en:_lid by Campbell and Stanley (1963). Because of

the dei,ign ,:%ploycd, the students were only post-tested at the

completion of the experimental treatments.

Three questions regarding the validity of the study were

cohsideri.d: (1) Was it the treatment that accounted for the

differences ( internal validity of the d!sign)?; (2) Were the

statisLie:; appropriate?; (3) To whom can the results he

generalized (external validity of the design)?

Because of the nature of the design (randomly divided

post - -test only control group design), all aspects of internal

validity were achieved (Campbell and Stanley, 1963) . Stanley

and Campbell (1 963) also suggest that appropriateness of analy-

sis of covariance (ANCOVA) as the statistical tool for this de-

sign if the five assumptions of ANCOVA are met: (1) random

assignment; (2) normal distribution; (3) homogeneity of vari-

ance; (4) independence of replication; and (5) no interaction

of covariate and treatment. All five assumptions wore tested

and achieved for this research.

Regarding external validity, the investigator cautions

the reader that the results are limited to flisadvantaged senior

high school students learning occupational information and that
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stud(at:, were ,tware of other groups receiving the occu-

pation.t1 i.tior:%ation from other n:udes. The reader :-.hould he

aware of the nature of this group before gencraliving to simi-

lar groups. Lindquist (1953) refers to the responsibility of

th.. reader to generaliv.e to siLlilar groups. The reader should

be alert,d that the counselors at this particular school tt:.ual-

ly t:v.h occupational information to students in groups rather

than individually. This unfa:ailiarity of the counselors with

this individu:1,1 treatment may be a limitation to the study.

Instruentation

To evaluate which group of students learned more occupa-

tional information, an achievement instrument measuring knowl-

edge of occupational information was required. The Assessment

of Career Development (ACD) was selected as the criterion for

the study. Three subscales of the ACD were then selected as

the dependent variables for the research; these three subscales

were: (1) Knowledge of Occupational Characteristics (Character-

istics); (2) Knowledge of Occupational Preparation Requirements

(Preparation), and (3) Career Plann;ng Knowledge (Planning).

Test-retest coefficients of reliability (Characteristics r =

.65; Preparation r = .54; and Planning r = .64) were sufficient

for group analyses for all three subscales (Thorndike & Hagan,

1969). Content validity was established through expert judge

validity, operational definitions, and proportional analyses

of job titles between the three ACD subscales and the Roe Clas-

sification Syst,.ms (Edwards, 3972). Reading scores for each
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student v.ore obtained from the student's scores on the Iowa

Test of Bafje Shills. Each student had to road at the fourth

grade level.

Additional instrumentation was necessary to control for

N. The Otis Quick Scoring Test of Mental Abilities (OTIS)

was administered to each of the students in their last year of

junior high school. Each student's lQ score on the OTIS was

used ns the covariate for this study.

The results of this study indicated highly significant

differences. The mean scores for each group on each dependent

variable are given in Table l. There were significant F ratios

among the throe groups on all thee: dependent variables. The

post-hoc analyses were performed using the alpha/N shrinkage

technique which permitted the researcher to make these multiple

comparisons and still covary the effects of IQ.

INSERT TABLE 1

On all three subscales, "Characteristics," "Preparation,"

and "Planning," the students in the computer group scored sig-

nific,ntly higher than the students in the counseled group and

control group (p> .001). The students in the counseled group,

however, scored significantly higher than the students in the

control group on all three variables (p> .001). These were

significant main effects results (treatment effects), since

6
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th(re were no !lignilicant interaction effects of lQ and treat-

merit.

INSERT TABLE 2

Concla,_ jore Discu;:sions, and Recommendations

Thr results of this study demonstrate that a computer-

assip.ted occupational information system can teach occupational

information b its'. than a counselor-based occupational informa-

tion system. The results also indicate that both systems can

effectively teach occupational information since both groups

learned significantly more occupational information than the

control group.

There are a number of poskble explanations for these re-

sults. One explanation may be that computers have demonstrated

that they can teach facts better than teachers (Freedman, 1967;

Bushnell, 1966). A second explanation may be that the interac-

tion of the students with the computer program, question and an-

swer, provided a practice effect for taking the ACD. The third

explanation may be the counselors' unfamiliarity for providing

occupational information individually since the counselors in

this school usually provide this type of information in groups.

The investigator has made the following recommendations for

future research: (1) determine whether the results would be

similar for motivated and non-vocational students; (2) investi-

gate the results of this study using an affective rather than

cognitive criterion; (3) investigate these results longitudi-

nally; and (4) replicate the study.
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TABLE I

MEAN SCORES FOR GROUPS ON ACD SUBSCALES

Group N Caracteristicsa Preparationb Planningc

Computer group 25 41.29 13.04 30.96

Counso3ed group 27 33.48 10.81 24.85

Control group 20 21.65 5.08 18.48

llighest possible score = 54
hilighost possible score = 18
cRighest possible score = 40



TABLE 2

F-RATIO AND MULTIPLE COMPAR1S0:;S OF THE COMPUTER
COUNELED GROUP AND CONTROL GROUP ON TEE DEPENDENT

GROUP,
VARIABLES

Oypendent Varklble l: Characteristics

Grouos C(,:.,oared F Alpha Pt

Computer s. Counseled vs. Control 48.59 .05 p -10000]

Compel t er v s . colt n :;, i ed 45.45 .025 p ---: 00001

compu t or vs . Con I rol 38.68 . 025 p <100001.

Counseled v:,:. Control 4l. 58 . 025 p <100001

Dependent Variable 2: Preparation

Groans Co:I:pared F Alpha p*

Compu ter vs. Counsel ed vs. Con trol 38 . 22 . 05 p y00001

Computer vs. Counseled 35.75 .025 p -4 00001

Compu ter Con trol 30.42 . 025 p `1 00001

Counsel ed vs. Con t.rol 32.70 .025 p <4 00001

Dependent Variable 3: Planning

Groups Compared F Alpha P*

Computer vs. Counseled vs. Control 80.46 .05 p < 00001

Computer vs. Counseled 75.26 . 05 p< 00001

Computer vs. Control 64.84 .05 p'. 00001

Counseled vs. Control 68.85 .05 p. 00001

*indicates a one-tailed test of probability


